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BMW introduced a series of motorcycles based on the boxer engine platform in which two parallel-
opposed cylinders are separated by a crankcase and an air intake. The cylinders are positioned

above one another and act as a single-cylinder unit. The basic layout remains identical to that of a
four-cylinder engine. However, the resulting power delivery and power output of these two-cylinder
engines is somewhat different. The difference between the two types of two-cylinder engines lies in
the non-synchronisation and direct ignition of the compression stroke. The four-cylinder engines are

normally fired by a mechanical firing system, whereas two-cylinder engines are powered by a
camshaft-controlled ignition system. The capacity of the single-cylinder engines can be anything

between 500 cc and 1,000 cc. The most successful of the two-cylinder series is the BMW R 41, which
has been sold in millions of units since its introduction in 1941. The BMW R 41 has been made on
some of BMW’s most advanced models, like the R 50, R 100, R 75, R 90 and the R 100 RS with a
maximum speed of 170 km/h. However, these vehicles have all been based on the frame of the

single-cylinder. The first motorcycles with a competition frame and a boxer engine were the BMW R
38 and R 90, which were released in 1952. An even rarer model was the R 100 RS, which was the

first motorcycle to feature an air-cooled, four-cylinder engine. The BMW R 50 models are renowned
for their long-standing ability to make good use of the energy stored in the frame. The swing-arm
swing design has a history going back to the first motorcycle series of the original BMW, and has
been retained over the years without change. It is easily adjusted in the field and with a tool the
swing-arm can be loosened so that the engine is not encumbered by the swing arm. This direct

connection of the engine to the handlebars is the basis of the high handling performance of the BMW
R 50. But the most striking advantage of the frame is the increase in weight distribution to the front

wheel. The BMW R 50 has the highest weight distribution coefficient of any motorcycle.
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The next and final version of the BMW 50/5 was the BMW 50/6 which was launched in August 1970.
The BMW 50/6 was a revolutionary motorcycle, with a new three-cylinder engine that, when viewed
from the rear, looked more like a slotted cylinder. It also formed a new, ingenious formula - the twin-

slotted cylinder engine, driving the rear wheel, from the oversize front wheel. This was the first
motorcycle with this engine.The BMW 50/5 and 50/6 engines were inserted between the two halves
of the cross, and had a chain drive. This was the first production motorcycle to have an automatic

starter.The double-loop frame was changed to a one-loop frame, whilst the front and rear suspension
was a new design. The upside-down fork was not only a new concept for BMW Motorrad, it also made
the motorcycle smoother in the front, with the ground clearance of 130 mm and the steering angle
of 35º. The BMW 50/6 was an amazing technical motorcycle. It was also quite an unusual-looking
machine, with its three headlights, two radiator grills and lights on the front fender.The /5 models

went into series production in September 1969 and were named "R 50/2" and "R 50/5". In September
1970, the "R 60/5" was launched and quickly took a huge share of the domestic market. In 2004,

BMW added the BMW C 1000 R as a new racing motorcycle to its range of one-off models. The
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extremely agile and dynamic model was the latest addition to BMWs illustrious racing-machine range
and was to be a tribute to the FIM European Racing Championship. The BMW C 1000 R was

manufactured in limited numbers to celebrate this prestigious single-make championship by BMW. A
production run of 500 motorcycles was planned and only 250 examples were hand-built in the BMW

plant at Munich, Germany. 5ec8ef588b
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